NO to the newly drawn redistricting maps!!!!!!!
Message Body:
As a native of the Bee Hive Sate of Utah, being born and raised in Utah County have observed many changes here. Many changes one in particular are the resources being drawn out into California and a mass flood of California Immigrants to Utah (particularly Utah & Salt Lake Counties) at certain times. Times before and during Gov. Grey Davis recall election in 2003 and especially now. Many Immigrants behave and act like their in California here in Utah. I'm talking about capricious crime rates and deviant drivers we've never seen. Though I like the Businesses coming here, I too worry, about California's future and the impact it will have on Utah and nearby States. I call California a "Sink Hole". I'm sure many Californians feel the same sentiment. The state is too big, unfair and incompetent (other than you folks! That is why I highly support the California secession to South California.
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To: Community of Interest

Subject: communities of interest

Message Body:
I am very excited about this project and hope that it will reduce the stranglehold that the two major parties have on our government. I am most hopeful that you will draw districts that are communities and neighborhoods. While I recognize the desires of ethnic "minorities" to elect members of their own group, I also question how we group people in 21st century California. I think we really need to be grouped in neighborhoods. It's important for people to be able to see each other, and work together to solve problems, and elect representatives who will know their communities. So -- no gerrymandering is a good thing! Again, thank you for your work. From what I have read, it seems like a great improvement over the current system.
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